I know the title of My Article - How Can I get it?

In this video, we will use Google Scholar as an easy method to try to find the full text of an article when you know the title of the article you need.

We are looking for this article:


We will start from the library’s homepage, library.jhu.edu To search for your article, we will use the library’s special interface for Google Scholar. Google Scholar is good to use as it searches across a broad base of scholarly literature. The library’s version of Google Scholar is pre-configured to work with our JHU databases.

Click on the Google Scholar tab to expand. Type or copy and paste in the title of your article in the search box or in keyword field. Since I’m typing, I’ll just use a few words of the title. Search. Find your title in the results and look for options for the full-text. Look for “FIND IT@ JHU FullText.” Notice, sometimes you will see that an article may also be freely available from another source.

FIND IT@ JHU was the only option for our article. So, let’s click on FIND IT. The find it tool searches through our JHU databases to determine if we have online access for this article. Follow the link for online access to the article you want. You may need to log in with your JHED ID and password if you haven’t already done so. Click on the pdf.

In summary, when you are looking for a specific article, in other words, you know the title of the article,

- Use the library version of google scholar from the library’s homepage
- Type or cut/paste the title of the article
- Look for options for full text, particularly, FIND IT@ JHU FullText

If you don’t find your article using this method, you should ask a librarian.